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EXHIBIT
Comes ~v. Microsoft

This memo outlines our major strategic obje.~tives for FY94 and sets the course for the
coming three years. We have had a great deal of success h~the past due to your hard
work and creative thinking, and there are trcraendous opportunities still ahead. There are
also significant challenges that must be met.

Our business mission is to serve customers, gain market leadership, anu’~ow revenue in
three distinct, but related, businesses - desk’top productivity,~ and
consumer. Today our OEM and retail channels are key corporate assent/We must
develop new channels into similarly valuable assets to win in theC~...~__~~_~) and
consumer businesses. We must leverage our existing partnerships, and ~pnew
partnerships, to drive the business through to our different customers. We mum/through
our direct efforts and the efforts of’our partnerstansure that we continue to imitrove
customer satisfaction with Microsoft-- our proi:lucts, our support, and our company. We
measuresSh°uld USeofourreVenUe,success.profit,customer: satisfaction and Microsoi~ image as the ultimates.
The desktop productivity business. MS-DOS/W’mdows and desk’top productivity
appIicatioas make
upthe core of our revenue. Desktop productivity applications target
every category of Microsof~ customer, and the strength of’our retail, OEM, and ISV
parmerships is a key contributor to our success.
Our primary business objective in this market is to grow, protect, and leverage Office and
Windows market share. In some par~ of the worm Windows penetration is high and in
others it is low. In virtually all parts of the world our apps share on Windows is high.
Our business will grow as customers continue to convert from DOS to W’mdows and in

some areas as we grow share ~~ However, as our desk’top share
re.aches higher leeds, the reveau’fi~-Ig~WtY’ig’~’~are gains is diminished. We must gain
new customers and s~cure exi~ng customers. The incremental revenue opportunity will
shift to the installed base, and ~,e must capitalize on this with more eff~tive marketing of
u.pgradcs to existing custom~r~We need to have an on-going re.lationship that is value.d ..
by a broa~et of~ur ~s~e~s.~t lower net cost than today’s PSS relationship,---.~
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We must also expand the profitability of our operating systexns business by. striving to put ..................
DOS and Windows on every PC that ships, and by generating more revenue fi’om each
sale of Windows.

-,

f

The solutions platform business. Our solutions platform strategy is to provide the
solutions platform and the stimulus necessary for value-added partners and large accounts
to build im lement, and support business solutions using our desktop and.set-vet- ope~d.<;
products. Business solutions are typic.ally thought to be unplemented prim’~arily by large ~o~ ~.~
accounts, but they are also used by thousands of mid-siz~ and small businesses. Both ,
segments are full of opportunity - to lead in this market we must win bu.siness in b.ot~ We
must expand our existing solution provider channel to create a partnership asset that ts as //
valuable and strong as our OF_aM or retail channel assets.
uct~ b~
Our primary objective in this market is to driw sales of server and deslaop pro~ y
driving the development of business solutions that include th¢m. Our obj~-~ive is not m
general to develop the so|utions and provide services ourselve,. Microsoft prox, ides the
solutionsplafform - products, tools and methodologies, information, and support - and
the stimulus - education, certification, and marketing - to encourage th¢ building of
business solutions.

|

Our busine/n~odel is not one in which education, consulting, and support are key profit
businesses/~by themselves. Although some profit will come from services, we. are
primarily a services company. Similarly, while sales of our tools and promolaon ot
architectures and methodologies may bring in some rev, nue, we are~xtl~usin~..~, to sell _

:

Hermes, etc. and the Office. The solutions platform market is wh~e~-gc;~’~an realize
incremental gains in Office sales, but only if we ensure that business solutions are built
using Office. Therefore, success in this business is measured by our ability to drive
solutions that utiliz~ Microsoft server and dcsictop products.

:

i
’

wi.dows for Workgoaps. Win Win Adv ced MaU

To accomplish this, we will implement programs to bootstrap a solutions business around
Microsoft products, and rexa~it and mobilize a strong community of "value-added"
solution providers.
The consumer business. We are now ~.deveioping our thinking for this market. Our

broad strategy is to popularize W’mdows and sell key applications in the home market. In
FY94 we will conduct some experimentation with new distribution, selling, and

partnership models and attempt new approaches to market the product lines. This
experimentation will be limited to a few large markets in FY94, and will not take any
focus from the primary FY94 goals. By FY95 we should have a broader product line that
.has been more localized as well as some experience, marketing these products. Involved
subsidiaries will work with their directors for FY94 planning.
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FY94 will bring much higher penetrations of CD drives as OEM’s replace their 5 1/4 inch

disk drives with CD drives in new..machines...This ~11 .certainly help.the -’.onaumer .........................
momentum. It will also give us an opportunity to introduce two other new kinds of CD
product that will help with the key objectives out lind in this memo. Both of these types
of products will need to be thought through from a dism’bution standpoint. The first is a
CD-based product with "lock and key" technology. This will be a CD-ROM that includes
a number of products that are "locked" - that is, the .exe is not accessible by the customer.
When a customer buys the CD and pays for only Windows, for example, he./she can call a
number, pay for an additional product, and get the c.ode that "unlocks" the product on the

i’~,~’et~ look3"~e will alsd introduce a subscnptlon or "’en~l-user annuity- prod t,
include all
in which a subscn’ber (c.~astomer) pays a fe~ and recezves CD s from us that
updates and other information about the products that the, have subscribed to for a year.
This can, but does-not have to, include support services. ~nuity produ~ ,,,lib ~r~-llk~i~Office a~d will be joined by "vVindb-’~. There is ~ot a n~on for
yo--’o~onon these products but they ~m open up interesting distribution challenges and
changes which we all will need to deal with this year.
mpetitors

!C.~[~
TC~ere are many competitors that~ill t~ to take business from _us in thes~ .flu-ee,,areas. I
~hink the most significant ~’~we lave this next year are Lotus aria r~oveaL
Certainly, IBM OS/2, Wordpeffect,-"--"~ and Borland will remain forces but I think they will be
less significant n~’t year as customers increasingly look for suites.of desk’top applications
or a rich foundation for building business solutions or both. Lotus has a good suite of
Windows applications, an intriguing platform strategy in Notes (almost an OS in a sense),
~-a~~ssiveness a_~fast moving approach that is impressive. Novel1 has a
//~’~ dominant position in plumbing(~i’ork systems and with their recent acquisition ofUSL a
more, complete platform for business solutions. They also have a network of 20,000
CHEs who havg ~ttach~ Novell and specifically netware networks.
’~.---N6~also has a~bt of~’~value to use to do. acquisitions and the like. We
business~ product, pricing, marketing, sales and support. We will also need to
recognize their market positions (Noveil’s especially) and make sure that our products and
our strategies give us a way of selling into their installed bases as well as give us
opportumies to oonvm their installed hazes. We will certainly make sure that our
so|utio~ platform works very well on Novell networks.
FY94 Strategic Objectives

FY94 is a year to begin iong-t _e~-m initiatives while we protect and grow core businesses.
The strategic objectives we must achieve are:
1. Achieve sufficient revenue and profitability.
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2.
3..
4.
5.
6.
7.

Expand operating system profitability
Gain Office share ..................
Build.higher profit on-going end user relationships
Develop a solutions-platform business
Enhance the Microsoi~ image
Empower our people

Revenue and orofitability -’Revenue growth will slow in FY94. In markets where
dramatically. We see pricing pressure through the world. There is upside ~
the solutions business but dramatic gro_wth could come slow]y:~-~~ GM to do

.~revenue forecast though.

Profitability targets will be set for each area with each of my direct report, and specific
goals will be communicated to you by them. Many of you in low revenue growth markets
may need to recommend flat headeount or very low growth in order to meet your goal in
FY94. The emphasis should be on ieveraging the people you have and redeploying them
as needed to meet your FY94 objectives. Take the approach that headcount should not
grow to a point that it could not be supported by flat revenue growth from FY94 to FY
95. We will need to work hard on the solutions business even in markets that cannot
afford much headcount growth so we must focus on increasing productivity through more
aggressive use of third parties. Extending the Microsott’s reach through third panics is
key to maintaining a profitable business.
This year we move to a Contribution P&L to measure our business. This will give us a
more accurate measurement tool than todais Operating Statements. You will all see the
profitability of your businesses in a way that you can directly compare to corporate

~t~verages. The budgeting process will follow the format of the new Contribution P&L.
Expand operating system profitability. Increasing Windows penetration and reducing
the number of naked machines shipped (no MS-DOS and/or Windows license from us) are
essential business goals that must be accomplished. In FY94, we must also increase the
revenue to Microsoft from each sale of Windows.
We must focus on driving sales of higher average selling price ~ws versions such as
Windows for Workgroups and Windows biT. These products ~erosoft
customers. They also tend to have longer, more technical sales @eles. YOU will need to
recruit, educate and support partners to drive this business. Be prepared to invest to
develop the eharmel to drive these sales. Chicago due later in the fiscal year will be a major
opportunity to accomplish this goal.
Each sale of Windows is an opportunity to sell Windows add--one such as Font Pal<, Mice,
etc. Find creative ways (for example the Upgrade Your World promotion in the U.S.) to
drive add-on sales and to levexage the retail channel.
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Gain Office share. In FY94 we must aggressively pursue market share gains and
carefully defend against potential market.share losses, We, can set ourselv~.up in a great
long term position by holding or gaining share this y~ar. - .......
Selling the Office SK-U should be the primary focus this year. This is true on both
Windows and the Macintosh. Office sales raise the number of Microsoft applications
being used per deslctop, and therefore raise Mierosoft’s revenue per desk’top. We must
focus on sb.i~ing the customer purchasing criteria to the benefits of the Office suite - it is
here that we have and will continue to develop a more compelling story than our
competition.
In FY94 we will driver a value-added version of Office that includes Access plus other
add-ins. Be prepared for this. F cus "_ n
pgt’ad.~SK[2. This can be
offered and promoted aggressively. Leverage the upgrades of-"~"Excel and Word to drive
customers to upgrade to Office. These are k~J opportunities that must not be missed.
Aggressive pricing strategies from our competitors will no doubt continue, and we must

be aggressive in re, turn when market share gs ttweatened. Low price OEM bundles are
financially unattractive but necessary when ~ened by competition. Be competitive
when share is threatened. If profitability has to be sacrificed in critical situations, work
with your directors for guidance on how to win the business.

~.~

Build higher profit on-going end user relationships. Tkree primary factors motivate
the need for higher profit end user relationships. First, PSS cost as a percent ofrevenues
is rising~l~li~’~e growing complexity of our product line will increase our customer’s
support requirements, and our support burden, in th,: future. Second, we have no efficient
mechartism to communicate with our broad set of customers. The majority of our
customers have no contact with MicrosoR yet upgrade revenue will grow in importance.
Third, upgrade revenue from many products (but particularly Office with "1"3 and Excd 5
and Windows with Chicago) will be a primary opportunity for revenue growth this fiscal
year.
In FY94 we will roll out programs designed to alleviate the rising costs of support, and to
communicate with the broad set of our customers. There are two program concepts that
will drive our end-user marketing strategy:, pay-for support and customer loyalty.
The PSS Support Framework, or Delta, sets out pay-for support programs. Delta
redefines support as a "product" to be purchased alter a warranty period of free support.
Delta shifts the customer attitude from one in which support is a "free entitlement" to one
in which support has monetary value. In addition to cost-recovery for support of all
products, prices for advanced support services are set high to create a market for third
parties to provide support and leverage sales of our products through their value-added
work.
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Customer loyalty programs are des to demonstrate the value era relationship with
Microsoft to the broad base of~usto~’~rs,- Customers receive on-going contact.with ........
Microsoft via newsletters and othe ~lr~any communication vehicles, special access to
product promotions, invitations to events, etc. This on-going positive contact makes the
customer feel "special" and enthusiastic about the Microsoft relationship, and allows us to
more effectively sell to them. This type of program can include support services, but does
not have to.
In FY94 we will roll out Delta. We will also design and roll out a branded customer
loyalty program. Both of these will be worldwide initiatives.
¯ .’

A key goal in this context is to ino’ease our registration base. We must know our
customers to sell to them. Rf~-~Ta_ tion i~ also an effective mechanism to battle piracy.
Implement strategies to expand, segment, and more effect’rveay leverage the registration
base.
Devdop a solutions platform busiaes$. The success of’Windows NT, and our iong-terrn
success in the solutions platform business, depends on our ability to seal client/server
solutions to all sizes of customer - large accounts and thousands of medium and small
businesses. This business involves a selling framework that is different from the productdriven desktop productivity framework. To succeed in this business, we must provide the
platform for the development ofbusiness solutions, mobilize solution providers to develop
them, and drive demand for them. We must recruit and mobilize a strong community of
"value-added" solution providers to build, implement, and support business solutions on
our platform. We must have great products but we will not succeed just by showing how
they win reviews. Solution providers will include large and small network integrators,
consultants and other custom developers and vertical application developers. Our strategy
is to:

,

Provide the soluaonspla~’orm of 1) products - off-the-shelfdesktop and server
applications, 2) tools and methodologies - development tools such as C++ and VB,
methodologies such as WOSA, OLE, and the solutions development methodology, 3)
information - Microsoft Information Network, and 4) support - problem resolution.
Mobilize solution providers and large accounts through education, certification, and
marketing.
In FY’94 we will re-orient MCS and MSU to complement the mission of educating and
partnering with solution providers. We will execute a massive individual certification and
c m0_~.~__authorization effort. The new PSS Support Framework (Delta) will be
implemented to encouragethird parties to support this strategy. We will build an
information distribution machine, the lvficrosoft Information Network (MSIN). We will
recruit valuable parmers who will be Microso~ zealots, and we will create a
comprehensive marketing umbrella to drive demand for solutions built on our platform.

MS7058844
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Implications
Marketing
The development of business solutions is driven primarily by succm, ss stories that
demonstrate their value, and by the availability of certified third parties cmpable of
developing and supporting them. In FY94 we will build tools to drive demand and help
solution providers sdI. We will demonstrate the value o~ and generate demand for,
Microsoft-based business solutions through the build up and promotion of case studies
and success stories. The existing case study database will be improved and implemented
worldwide.
Certification
We will implement an education, information, and certification program that is designed to
train and certify thousands of individuals and hundreds of companies. We must create a
world where Microsoft-authorized individuals are not only ubiquitous, but viewed by our
customers as extensions of Microsoft. This of course lowers ]vIicrosoft’s support burden
as well.
~

cation:
° !WISU will be refocused from a training delivery business to a produc~ development
business: The key goal of MSU moving forward is to develop cour~eware needed for
certification of integrators and developers. Certification courses should be delivered by
third party training organizations, and therefore highly skilled training organizations must
be idemtified, recruited, trained, and certified. The training of end-users will be deemphasized, with the exception of limited train-the-trainer courses necessary to certify the
training organi~i~ns.
MCS will be a key driver of or success in the solutions platform business. MCS will focus
primarily on knowledge transfer to solution providers and large accounts. MCS will build
solu’fion% but they will do less implementa6on and on-golng support and more
architecture and design. For solution providers, MCS will be a "cooperative" group
dedicated to helping solution providers gain expemJse.-, new MCS Partner agreement
will guarantee a mutually profitable relationship for M~ and solution providers, and
MCS will position solution providers as the mechanisj ) get on-going implementation
and support of the Microsoft-based solutions they ~ You should discuss with your.
directors and Bobmc as appropriate plans to expand 1~ ’,S in yo,~ir countries/regions. We
will look for MCS to break even in this role.

¯
For the solutions platform business there are two key concepts for PSS. Firs[, the primary
purpose for support in this business is for problem resolution. We will implement a new
Product Service Policy that gives SP’s visibility on bugs and internal information on our
products and guarantees quick fix capabilities on key server offerings. Second, the PSS ’
Support Framework (’Delta) will introdu~-e a new pay-for mapport model. High-end
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support wl][ be priced at a premium to encourage a market for third-party stJpport
providers. The objective is to push as much supportas possible to.solutian.pro~de.rs_ .................
Microsoft Information Network (lcfSIN)
MS/N will be our information distribution machine. It will deliver technical and strategic
information via subscription service to executives, support professionals, and developers
via CD-ROM, hard copy, and other media. This is a highly leveraged tool that will be
d~doped aggressively in FY94.
¯]

Recruiting StrategF
We must develop a solutions platform channel asset in FY94. Cultivate relationships with
valuable integrators - those that want to work with Mierosoi~ and that are investing in
new markets, pursuing the client/s~rver opportunity, willing to position Microsoft
solutions to clients considering competitive solutions, etc. Smaller, hungrier organizations
may more llkdy fit this description. Focus on preparing and incenting Novell t~latinura
Resellers to deploy and administer Windows solutions on Novell networks (we will create
specialized material to provide an "Express Certification" to Novdl CNEs working for
Platinum r~sellers). Build a team of zealous Microsoft "methodology developers" developers of’key vertical market applications and custom developers. Finally, implement
leveraged marketing programs to mobilize vertical and small 1SVs, top consultants, and
other solution provider~ The mix is your decision, the imperative is that you are
successful in FY94.
Enhance the Microsoft image - Moving forward we will make a concerted effort to
enhance the MicrosoR image. We will work to improve our image as a partner by
d~veloping and publicizing case studies and success stories with referenceable partners.
This should be a focus in all countries this year. Billg is making this a priority for his PR.
work and it will be vital to our continued success with partners and the growth of a set of
SP partners. IBM should not be positioned as our enemy - they are company that we
work with on many fronts, and that we compete with on others. Microsoft will take ~he

high road.- avoid gratuitous competitor bashing ~ 5/0-~ ~ ~O.O~n~ ~/
We will help you more eff"ectively communicate to customers the benefits of working with
Microsoft and our products. We have an incredible opportunity to make/[icrosoft the
dominant brand name in PC software. We will Start a clear articulation ofh0w a software
leader like lv[icrosoft can really open up new vistas for customers far and wide in a very
unique way.
Empower our people - One of our key assets is the quality and dedication of our people.
Harness their energy and creativity by directing theam towards common organizational
goals. Communicate clear business strategies and goals for your organization, and map
specific, realistic goals to these strategies. Encourage longer term strategic thinking by
d~,eloping annual plans and measuring on their results against plan. Create an
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atmosphere in which broad business thinking is encouraged, and where creativity is
fostered and acted upon. ......................
This is a year to focus on developing our existing resources, and training and IT tools are
the keys to empowerment. Work with your people to write professional development
plans. All training should be connected to skill improvements. Use existing, internal
training resources as the first course of action to ensure cost efficiency and quality control.
Work with I-]R and the internal training groups to determine the most appropriate courses
and consultants.
Some Specifics:
This memo lays out a broad framework. Some things will vary by g~ography especially
from very large subs to emerging subs. Work with your directors on localization
strategies. Some concrete things that we all must do:
1. Achieve profitability goals. (These will be delivered to you shortly by your directors).
2. Ensure that 85"/, of new MS-DOS liee, nsed machines are sold with W’mdows installed.
Reduce the numbs" of machines sold without MS-DOS by 50"/,.
3. Increase and maintain market share of the Offie~ and its constituent apps. I hope we
can achieve 60-80.A+ shares on Word and Excel counting Office this year. (That is
share of the Windows and Macintosh markets and excludes DOS apps)
4. Implement strong training and certification programs based on updated MCP and
MSU ~rograms.
5. Shill toward new Delta P$S framework.
6. Improve registration rates by 25%+.
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